Stone Magnet Middle Dress Code

A very important part of Stone Magnet Middle School is the pride we have in our school and in our student body. Therefore, the following guidelines have been established to insure the best learning environment.

1. Footwear must be worn at all time for health reasons. Shoes that can cause damage to the floors or make excessive noise (such as cleats), are not appropriate. Students should be aware that shoes completely covering the feet are required for protection in certain science labs and shop classes.

2. Neither headgear (hats, caps, bandanas, etc.) nor sunglasses should be worn or carried in the school building. These items, if worn to and from school, should be placed immediately in their backpacks upon arrival at school where they should remain for the day.

3. Shirts and blouses are to be long enough to be tucked in at the waist so that no skin is revealed. Off-the-shoulder tops, back-less dresses, spaghetti straps, sun dresses that are cut low under the arms and low at the neckline, shirts that are see-through or sheer, revealing any part of the torso or undergarments are deemed inappropriate.

4. Shorts and skirts must be mid-thigh in length. Jeans and shorts should be neat and clean (there should be NO holes in your jeans that are higher than the length of your shorts). Pajamas may not be worn at any time, including “pajama pants”. Bib style overalls or shorts must have BOTH straps fastened over the shoulder. Boy’s pants must be fastened high enough at the waist so that no undergarments (including shorts) or skin is revealed in normal sitting or standing positions.

5. Tights, spandex, leggings, bike shorts, etc., are not permitted UNLESS the student’s shirt ends at the mid-thigh level.

6. Any item of attire which contains print or graphics dealing with drugs, alcohol, sex, or profanity is prohibited.

7. Pierced jewelry shall be limited to the ear and the nose. No lip rings, eyebrow rings are allowed. Dog collars, tongue rings, wallet chains, hair picks, chains that connect one part of the body to another, or other jewelry/accessories that pose a safety concern for the student or other shall be prohibited.

8. Bandanas or gang suggestive apparel is strictly prohibited.

9. Extreme hairstyles, hair colors, or makeup that is disruptive or does not allow direct eye contact is prohibited.